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Abstract
For higher-order programming, higher-order network architecture is necessary to provide faster convergence rate,
greater storage capacity, stronger approximation property, and higher fault tolerance than lower-order neural
networks. Thus, the higher-order clauses for logic programming in Hopfield Networks have been considered in
this paper. The goal is to perform logic programming based on the energy minimization scheme is to achieve the
best global minimum. However, there is no guarantee to find the best minimum in the network. However, by
using Boltzmann Machines and hyperbolic tangent activation function this problem can be overcome.
Keywords: Higher Order Hopfield Network (HONN), Boltzmann machine and hyperbolic tangent activation
function
1. Introduction
Neural Networks is a mathematical model or computational model that is inspired by the structure of biological
neurons such as the brain process information. It can solve sophisticated recognition and analysis problems. It is
because it composed of huge amount of interconnected neurons to solve specific problems. However in this
paper, we are concentrated on Hopfield network. Hopfield network is a recurrent neural network (Hopfield,
1982) invented by John Hopfield, consists of a set of N interconnected neurons which all neurons are connected
to all others in both directions. It has synaptic connection pattern which involving Lyapunov function E (energy
function) for dynamic activities. It serves as content addressable memory systems with binary threshold units.
Logic is deals with true and false while in the logic programming, a set of Horn clauses that formed by atoms are
represented to find the truth values of the atoms in the clauses. It is using neurons to store the truth value of
atoms to write a cost function for minimization when all the clauses are satisfied. In addition, a bi-directional
mapping between propositional logic formulas and energy functions of symmetric neural networks had defined
by Gadi Pinkas (Pinkas, 1991, 1992) and Wan Abdullah (Wan Abdullah, 1991, 1992). Further detail can refer to
the references. The advantages by using Wan Abdullah’s method are it can revolves around propositional Horn
clauses and learning ability of the Hopfield network and hunts for the best solutions, given the clauses in the
logic program, and the corresponding solutions may change as new clauses added.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, an outline of Hopfield network is given and in section 3, method
of doing logic programming in neural network is described. Meanwhile in section 4 contain discussions
regarding the Boltzmann machine and Hyperbolic Tangent activation function. Finally, section 5 and 6 occupy
the simulation results and concluding remarks regarding this work.
2. Higher Order Hopfield Networks
Discrete Hopfield network is shown in Figure 1, as an expanded form of a common representation of the
Hopfield network. Hopfield had stated that this network is useful for solving combinatorial optimization
problems as a content addressable memory or an analog computer. Combinatorial optimization includes looking
for the combination of choices from a discrete set which produces an optimum value for some related cost
function.
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Figure 1. Discrete hopfield network
In neural network, higher order logic programming is highly regarded as the essential method in Hopfield
Networks. When the Hopfield neural network is used to solve NP-complete optimization problem (Brenton,
2002; Ding et al., 2010; Cheung & Lee, 1993) such as travelling salesman problem, positive solutions would be
produced. From literature review, few papers had carried out that applying higher order Hopfield networks such
as using HOHN (Ding et al., 2010) to solve N-queens problem and construction method of energy function and
neural computing method also shown. Besides, comparison with the first order Hopfield network and the method
how to speed the convergence and escape from the local minima also had discussed in those papers. While
according to Cheung and Lee (1993), the convergence property had restudied before put in application in real
life. Besides, Ising spin problem also had carried out in it. The most important paper that affects the main
backbone of this paper is explained by Joya et al. (2002). It is a study of the different dynamics in HOHN and
problem affecting practical application of these networks are brought to light such as incoherence between the
network dynamics and the associated energy function, error due to discrete simulation on a digital computer,
existence of local minima and convergence depends on coefficients weighting the cost function terms. However,
in this paper only local minima and convergence are concentrated. Further explanation can refer to reference.
From those stated above, Hopfield network has overcome the difficulty to find suitable parameters to guarantee
convergence and explore a new path for artificial intelligence and intellectual computer.
Other than that, higher-order Hopfield network can solve non-linear and discontinuous data in larger field and
connections. For example, it is well performed in nonlinear statistical modelling and it can provide a new
alternative to logistic regression in bigger state and numbers. Furthermore, it is able to detect all possible
interactions between predictor variables such as detect complex nonlinear relationships between dependent and
independent variables. Lastly, it can be used as research tool like neurobiologists use it for interpretation of
neurobiological phenomena. From here, researchers know that Hopfield network can use to minimize a
configurationally energy function and thus can solve the combinatorial optimisation problem. It is a reason why
there are good solutions can be found.
The higher-order Hopfield Networks with the order = n-1 is stated as below. The energy function is
∑ ∑ ∑ …∑
∑ ∑

⋯

∑ ∑ ∑ …∑

…

…

…

…

∑

(1)

where
is the state value of
neuron , defines the connection weights of the nth order connection from
neurons
… to neuron I,
is the input potential to neuron i and
is the state of neuron i. In the
high-order model each node is assigned a sigma-pi unit that updates its activation value by first computing the
partial derivative of the energy function. The dynamic equation or the updating rule of the network is
),
∑ ∑ ∑ …∑
∑ ∑

…

…

∑ ∑ ∑ …∑

∑

…

…

⋯
(2)

where sgn is signum function. The connection weight of higher-order Hopfield networks is symmetrical. This
condition is analogical to the symmetric requirement of the Hopfield Netowrks connection weight matrix.
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As the dynamic equation is derived by partial derivative, it only guarantees convergence towards local minimum.
It is affected by the value of the coefficients that weight the different terms of the cost function (Joya et al.,
2010). Thus, the Boltzmann machine and Hyperbolic Tangent activation function will carry out in this paper.
3. Logic Programming
Logic programming is the use of mathematical logic for computer programming. Thus, higher order Hopfield
network (HONN) had carried out in logic programming model. A HOHN is used to minimise logical
inconsistency in interpretations of logic programs and clauses. To apply it, first of all need to understand what
logic program play in the system. Following is the logic program that built by using Wan Abdullah’s method in
HN.
Following is the algorithms.
i)

Given a logic program, translate all the clauses in the logic program into basic Boolean algebraic form.
It like A← B, C as A ∨ ⌐ (B ∧ C) = A ∨ ⌐B ∨ ⌐C

ii) Identify a neuron to each ground neuron.
iii) Initialize all connections strengths to zero. It assumed the connection with A, B and C is zero value.
iv) Derive a cost function that is associated with the negation of all the clauses, such that 1
represents the logical value of a neuron A, where
is the neuron corresponding to A. The value
of is define in such a way that it carries the values of 1 if A is true and -1 if A is false. Negation
1
;
1
1
1
(neuron A does not occur) is represented by,
… … a conjunction logical connective ‘and’ is represented by multiplication whereas a
disjunction connective ‘or’ is represented by addition.
v)

Obtain the values of connection strengths by comparing the cost function with the energy, H which in
the section 2 that had recognized in Hopfield network.

vi) Let the neural networks evolve until minimum energy is reached. The neural states then provide a
solution interpretation for the logic program, and the truth of ground atom may be checked then
consider the solution obtained is a global solution or not.
A logic program contains of program clauses and it is activated by an initial goal. It is easy to understand,
modify and verify. For example in a simple propositional case, logic clauses had formed as
, , ,……,
where the arrow can be read as ‘if’ while the comma can be read as ‘and’ for the
purpose of interpretation the clauses by using truth value. Thus, a model or pattern can be found to the given
logic program and it can be a way to solve the combinational optimization problem. Consequently, to carry out a
logic program, we need to build up a simulator to run it. However, to solve the global minima problem, in next
section, an introduction about Boltzmann machine and Hyperbolic Tangent activation function will carry out.
4. Boltzmann Machine
Hopfield networks have recognized that some relaxation schemes have a joined cost function and the states of
the network converge to local minima of this function. It had performed optimization of a well-defined function.
However, there is no guarantee to find the best minimum in the network. Thus, Boltzmann Machines had
introduced to overcome this problem. A Boltzmann machine is a network of units which are fully interconnected
by bidirectional connections with symmetric weights. There are no self-connections are allowed. These units
have binary values 0 and 1 that referring to states ON and OFF for each unit. The major difference from
Hopfield networks is the way of updating the states which determined by stochastic decisions. Boltzmann
machines have a simple learning algorithm that allows them to discover interesting features that represent
complex regularities in the training data. Furthermore, it extends the concept of Hopfield networks by a
stochastic update method.
A Boltzmann machine, like a Hopfield network, is a network of units with an “energy” defined for the network.
Unlike Hopfield networks, binary units of Boltzmann Machine are stochastic. By referring to the energy function,
E (u) for Hopfield networks, due to the probabilistic update rule, a Boltzmann machine is able to transit the states
on higher energy level in contrast to Hopfield network. This feature can avoid the network getting stuck in local
minima of the energy function in minimization problems (Sathasivam & Wan Abdullah, 2010). The difference in
the global energy that results from a single unit i being 0 versus 1, written  Ei, is given by:
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– θi

(3)

j 1

Thus,  Ei > 0 means that the energgy of the wholle system is hiigher if ui = 0 and higher energy for  Ei < 0
with ui = 11. A Boltzmannn machine is m
made up of stoochastic units. The probabiliity, pi of the i––th unit being on is
given by:
pi =

∆Ei

(4)

where the scalar T is refferred to as thee temperature of the system.. The network is run by repeetitively choosing a
unit and seetting its state. After runningg for long period at a certainn temperature, the probabiliity of a global state
of the netw
work will depeend only upon that global staate’s energy baased on Boltzm
mann distributtion. It is true when
w
the probabbility distributiion of global states has convverged. A tempperature value is needed to innfluence the output
from the nnetwork. As thiis temperaturee decreases from
m a high tempperature to reacch a thermal equilibrium at a low
temperaturre, we are guarranteed to connverge to a disttribution wherre the energy level fluctuatedd around the global
minimum. This process is called simuulated annealinng. This mateerial is subjectted to high tem
mperature and then
gradually cooled. The gradual coolingg allows the m
material to cooll to a state in which there aare few weak point,
p
the molecuule system beccomes more aand more stablle. The heat caauses the atom
ms to become unstuck from their
initial posiition (local miinimum) and m
move randomlly to the statess of higher eneergy. It achievves global optimum
whereas thhe entire object achieves a m
minimum energgy crystalline structure.
4.1 Hyperbbolic Tangent Activation Funnction in Hopffield Network
Hyperbolicc tangent activvation functionn is one of well know activattion function. H
However, logistic function which
w
was frequuently in use in
i neural netw
work, introducced by McCuulloch-Pitts whhere it is alreeady establishe
ed in
original m
method of dooing logic proogramming inn Hopfield nnetwork propoosed by Wann Abdullah. Since
S
McCullochh-Pitts functioon is unboundeed, smoother ffunction such aas hyperbolic ttangent whichh have output range
r
between --1 and +1 aree preferred. Inn this sectionn, we will disscuss the appplication and implementatio
on of
Hyperbolicc Tangent activation functionn.
Most neurrons in neurall networks ussing a scalar-tto-scalar functtion which w
was called actiivation functio
on to
transform their net inputt while the actiivation value iis fed via synaaptic connectioons to one or m
more other neu
urons.
The activaation function is sometimes called a transffer function. T
The transfer fuunction with a bounded range are
frequentlyy called squashhing functions. Hyperbolic taangent activatiion function iss one of an exaample of squasshing
function.

Figure 2. An artificial nneuron with acctivation functtion
Figure 2 shhows the artifficial neuron x which is a neeuron with n iinput dendritess ( … ) and where ( … )
are weightts of inputs andd one output aaxon y(x). g is an activation function that w
weights how ddominant the output
should be from the neuroon based on thhe sum of the innput. Equationn 3.6 shows thee equation of aactivation func
ction.


y(x)  g 


n



i0


wi xi 


(5)

where g(x)) used the hypeerbolic tangent function as bbelow,

g( x) 

1  e 2 x
1  e 2 x
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At first, w
we substitute thhe total of weigghts and inputss into Hyperboolic Tangent fuunction to achhieve the value. If it
surpasses the threshold (  = 0), thee actual outputt will be 1 ellse the value of the actual ooutput is -1. After
A
obtained aan output patteern during thee network com
mputation, if errror exists, or a difference bbetween actual and
desired ouutput patterns, the
t weights wiill be adjusted to reduce the eerror.
5. Experim
mental resultss and discussion
We used C
C++ as a platfoorm to simulatte the program
ms.
5.1 Maxim
mum Complexitty
Maximum
m complexity means
m
the maxiimum or the liimitation of thee system can bbe afford to runn before oscillation
occurred. IIn this paper, we want to figgure out the m
maximum com
mplexity that caan be reached when higher order
o
clause wass applied in loogic programm
ming. We did trrial and error technique to ddetermine the m
maximum cap
pacity
for the syystem. From thhe technique we selected nnumber of neuurons (NN) = 30. The systtem started ha
aving
overload eerror for runninng more than 30 neurons foor higher orderrs. We used fiffth dimension arrays to represent
the higher order logic prrogramming.
5.2 Hamm
ming Distances
Hamming distance was originally connceived for deetection and coorrection of errrors. It is sim
mply defined as
a the
number off bits that are different betw
ween two bit vectors. It is easier to discuuss closeness of a bit pattern to
another bitt pattern by deetermining the number of bitt positions in w
which the two patterns beingg compared differs.
Thus, at hhere hammingg distance is m
measured betw
ween the finaal state and gllobal state of the neurons upon
relaxation..

Figgure 3. Hamminng distance forr NC1~NC5
In Figure 33, it shows thaat the hamminng distance graaphs of every llevel of clausees such as NC11, NC2, NC3, NC4
and NC5. It shows that the
t hamming ddistance is appproximately to zero for all thhe cases, (NC11 (one literal), NC2
(two literaals), NC3 (threee literals), NC
C4 (four literalls), NC5 (five literals)). Thee value of ham
mming distance
e was
approximaately to zero duue to all the neeurons reachedd a stable statee. So, the distannce between thhe stable statess and
global stattes are almost zero.
z
Due to thhis, similar stattistical error w
was obtained foor all the cases.
5.3 Globall Minima
From the gglobal minima graphs, when the neurons reelaxed to globaal solutions thee ratio will appproached 1.
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Figure 4. Graphs of gglobal minima for NC1~ NC
C5
From the F
Figure 4 obtainned, the ratio oof global solutions is approxximately to 0.375 for all casees when the number
of neuronss and number of
o literals per clause (NC1, N
NC2, NC3, NC
C4, and NC5) increased. It iis because by using
u
Higher Orrder Hopfield Network
N
(HOH
HN), it was guuaranteed to yield convergennce towards tow
ward local min
nima.
When the network gets more complexx due to increasing complexxity, the neuroons start to osccillate and stuck in
local minim
ma values.
Furthermoore, the abrupt energy surface does not alloow for the exisstence of local minima escappe trajectories. This
problem iss increasing prroportionally too the size of thhe error surfacee, and there is no universal ssolution (Joya et al.,
2002). Hoowever, it stillss have some w
ways to escapee the local minima. One waay to escape thhe local minim
ma in
order to fiind the global minimum is too resort to sim
mulated annealling. Thus, Boltzmann machhine and hyperrbolic
tangent acttivation function in higher order to show w
which method will enhance a better global minima.
5.4 Compaaring Global Minima
M
in Highher Order Loggic Programmiing
We simulaated the network by using tw
wo methods, Booltzmann machhine and hyperrbolic tangent activation function
to acceleraate the perform
mance of doinng logic programming. Thuss a comparison of the Wan Abdullah method,
Boltzmannn machine andd hyperbolic taangent activattion function iin logic prograamming in Hoopfield networrks is
carried outt.
0.6
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10
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15
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20
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Figurre 5. Global miinima ratio shoow according tto number of nneurons in highher order logicc programming
g
From the F
Figure 5, it shhows that the gglobal minimuum ratios at firrst are differennt for each meethod. The ratio for
Wan Abduullah method is 0.335, the B
Boltzmann meethod is 0.35 aand hyperbolicc method is 00.29. All the global
minima vaalues obtainedd are not more than 0.4. Thhis problem ooccurs for highher order Hoppfield network
k. To
address thhis problem, thhe application of arbitrary oorder Hopfieldd neural netwoorks to optimiization problem
ms is
studied (Jooya et al., 20022). This paper studied aboutt the main probblems affectingg practical appplications of higher
order Hopfield networkss such as existtence of local m
minima and otthers. From the paper, it hadd made justification
that a highh probability of evolution to local minima occurs when iinvolving highher order Hopffield networks. One
of the simuulation results for the evoluttion of a higherr order Hopfieeld networks orriented for solvving a Diopha
antine
equation hhad shown thatt the percentagge of correct ssolution (to acchieve global m
minima) is onlly 38% (almosst the
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same ratio value when run for fifth order clause). To help to get through the problem of local minima, Boltzmann
machine and hyperbolic tangent activation functions are implemented to enhance the global minima. Among the
methods, Boltzmann method achieves the best value among. When the networks get larger or more complex,
more neurons are applied in the program, Boltzmann method also have better performance than hyperbolic
method and the Wan Abdullah method. It is because when using Boltzmann machine, after running for a long
enough time at a certain temperature, the probability of a global state of the network will depend only upon that
global state’s energy, according to a Boltzmann distribution. When temperature decreases from a high
temperature to reach a thermal equilibrium at a low temperature, we are guaranteed to converge to a distribution
where the energy level fluctuated around the global minimum. The heat cause the neurons unstuck from local
minima. As a result, Boltzmann machine is having the best result among the others methods.
From the overall comparison in logic programming that perform higher order Horn clause, each method had
achieved low and non-ideal global minima. However for Boltzmann machine, it produces better global minima
among them.
6. Conclusion
From the theory and experimental result, the ability of Boltzmann machine in doing logic programming on
Hopfield network is better than Wan Abdullah method, which is based on Mc Culloch Pitts updating rule, and
hyperbolic tangent activation function. It provides a better result in term of global minima ratio and hamming
distance for higher order clauses. However, for higher order, the result of global minima that obtained was very
low due to the complexity of network.
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